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Overview
GAT Network is an ecosystem with a series of integrated crypto token and NFT
projects. The projects include a powerful NFT exchange and a number of different
games with creative use of NFTs. The ecosystem was launched in Q1 2021 and has
developed rapidly over the months since.
The GAT Network development team comprises of software developers with over
a decade of experience in providing software solutions, and who also
demonstrated previous successful endeavours in the crypto space.

Introduction
GAT Network was built with a focus on bringing additional value to NFTs, not just
as pieces of art, but as functional devices with additional intrinsic value. This has
been achieved through the introduction of fun and creative games that utilise
NFTs in different ways with compelling gameplay.
The ecosystem also introduces a powerful NFT exchange designed to trade the
gaming NFTs that players have collected, this is known as Minted Vodka.
There are also many market opportunities to offer these games and platforms as
services to third parties to generate additional income which can be funnelled into
future development, game rewards, and staking opportunities for the ecosystem’s
token holders.
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The core elements of the eco system are:
► GAT: Game Ace Tokens, a BEP20 token available on the BSC network
► GATe: Game Ace Tokens extended, a BEP20 token available on the BSC
network, and wrapped onto ETH and Polygon networks
► XP: Experience tokens, also BEP20 tokens on the BSC network - these do not
have a fixed supply and is both inflationary and deflationary
► TOY: BEP721 NFT toy cards on the BSC network used for game interactions on
various game projects
► GA: GameAce BEP721 NFTs that are the world’s first playable NFT games,
native to the BSC network but portable to ETH and Polygon
► Minted Vodka: A powerful NFT marketplace that can also provide staking
solutions
► Alchemy Toys: A play-to-earn interactive game that generates TOYs on the BSC
network
► Alchemy Arena: A player-vs-player challenge game using TOYs, which also
offers staking rewards

Economics
Part of the challenge of play-to-earn games is ensuring that there is value for
players who play the game, however without external funding eventually it is
impossible for a game to remain profitable due to gas fees and other additional
costs. This is a challenge faced by GAT Network for the existing games, but not
without proposed solutions.
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GAT tokens are the original core token of the GAT Network, these are used for
staking for rewards, playing Alchemy Arena, and for premium deals in Minted
Vodka. Additional use cases are anticipated as the functionality of Minted Vodka
grows. Staking opportunities include staking liquidity on BakerySwap in exchange
for BAKE tokens, staking on Alchemy Toys for a share of the treasury, and staking
on Minted Vodka for rewards such as GameAce NFTs. GAT was issued with a fixed
supply of 1,000,000 tokens, and is deflationary since the introduction of Alchemy
Arena which causes a share of staked GAT to be burned.
GATe are the new core tokens of the GAT Network, every existing GAT token can be
exchanged 1:1 for GATe tokens, and these will eventually replace GAT for
functionality in the GAT Network. GATe is being issues with a fixed supply of
2,000,000 tokens, and is deflationary in the same way as GAT (GAT tokens that
have been burned will not be able to be exchanged for GATe and are thus also able
to be treated as if they are burned). The issuance of GATe tokens will not
immediately impact the circulating supply, and the additional tokens will only be
gradually issued over time, some supply being locked even as it's distributed as
needed. Please see the Tokenomics later in the document for more information.

XP tokens do not have a fixed supply and are currently created and used in the
Alchemy Arena game. The tokens are created as rewards as a part of each
challenge, and may also be generated for staking rewards in the arena. XP tokens
are burned and removed from circulation when they are used to boost a hand
staked in the arena to increase the chances of the hand winning. They are not
intended as a token to be invested in, rather they are in place as a game mechanic,
however there is a liquidity pool on Pancakeswap that allows these tokens to be
traded between players.
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TOYs are the key NFTs used in the various games of the GAT Network ecosystem.
These are mostly created via the Alchemy Toys game, but some other special TOYs
are created by GAT Network for distribution and may have special functions in
other games such as Alchemy Arena or GameAce. These TOY NFTs have an
intrinsic value, as they must be burned in order for players to become enlightened
in the Alchemy Toys game to win a share of the treasury, and they are required to
form hands that are staked in Alchemy Arena. TOYs are traded between players
on the Minted Vodka platform.
GameAce NFTs are the world's first playable NFTs. These NFTs have collector
value, with the first NFTs (Doggies Moon Chase) being sold on BakerySwap for 1
BNB each, and subsequent NFTs (CryptoSnake and Missile Commander) being
granted as rewards for staked GAT on Minted Vodka. Each GameAce NFT is unique
with aspects of the game shifted for each individual token, this also ensures that
each NFT has a "rarity" value. There are also "cheats" and advantages available in
each game, these have so far been dependant on the owning wallet holding
specific types of TOY NFT tokens. GameAce cartridges are also available for
partnership deals, further bringing income into the project, and increasing
visibility of the Minted Vodka platform - in a partnership it may be that the
required tokens used for staking may differ, and that the requirements for "cheat"
functionality in the games may depend on other attractive elements from the
partner. Each GameAce game that is launched is only available in limited
numbers. This includes 764 Doggies Moon Chase (after a number of initial games
were burned), 555 CryptoSnake, and 555 Missile Commander cartridges.

Minted Vodka is a powerful and flexible NFT marketplace with additional staking
functionality.Minted Vodka is designed with low fees in mind, and is also a
platform available for other partners to onboard with their own NFT tokens. The
marketplace has very low fees, with only gas being needed for many transactions.
There is no fee for listing any NFT on the marketplace, and any trade incorporating
GAT tokens is treated as a premium trade where no fees will be taken on
successful completion of the trade. Non-premium deals that do not utilise the GAT
token are made with a fixed fee of 0.014 BNB which must be paid by the person
accepting the deal. Fees from the Minted Vodka market are currently routed to
the Alchemy Toys treasury, but this may be split in the future between other
projects as needed to provide necessary funding. There are also two category of
special deals in Minted Vodka, these are Treasury deals and Liquidity deals.
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Treasury deals allow anyone can list an item for sale, but all proceeds will be
routed directly to the Alchemy Toys treasury, with the seller making no personal
gains. Liquidity deals also allow anyone to list items for sale, but in this case all
transactions are paid in GAT/BNB LP tokens from the PancakeSwap exchange, and
that LP will be left on the exchange to provide liquidity for the GAT token. The
team have committed not to use those LP funds for anything except liquidity, toptier central exchange listings, or key marketing opportunities - any use of the
liquidity tokens will only be for the direct benefit of the GAT token.
Minted Vodka also provides an opportunity for staking tokens for rewards, this has
initially been used to grant GameAce NFTs as rewards in exchange for staked GAT
tokens, however it is available as a tool for any partners to use in the future with
very flexible requirements on what can be staked and for what rewards - anyone
wanting to use this functionality should directly contact the core team.
A recent addition to Minted Vodka is also the ability to enable cross-chain
functionalities. This includes transforming a GameAce playable NFTs onto the ETH
or Polygon networks, or transform GAT tokens into Wrapped GAT for use on these
other networks. Wrapped GAT will become more important for the project in the
future as Minted Vodka moves to a multi-chain model.

Alchemy Toys is played using BNB, the native token of the BSC network and takes
“turn” fees from players which contribute to an in-game treasury. This treasury of
BNB tokens is configured to be paid out to winners of the game (64%), GAT holders
who choose to stake GAT (20%), the prophet who triggers the payout (1%), and
part of the treasury (15%) rolls over to the next epoch of the game. Income from
Minted Vodka is also used to supplement the treasury.
Alchemy Arena is a highly configurable game with independent arenas that can
be configured in different ways as required. Typically an arena is joined with a
"hand" of 5 TOYs (mostly gained from Alchemy Toys - see "Special TOYs"
mentioned above) with a staking fee paid in GAT. 95% of the GAT staking fee is
reserved as a prize for any opponent who defeats the hand in a challenge as either
an attacker or defender - if the hand is unstaked manually then this 95% is burned.
The remaining 5% is split, with 3% being paid to any referrer and 2% being burned
directly, if there is no referrer for the player then the referral fee is also burned.
When a player stakes a hand they also have the opportunity to boost the power of
the hand using the XP token, where each XP token burned will increase the hand
strength by 1 point - this XP is immediately burned and cannot be recovered. XP
can be earned by taking part in challenges as either the attacker or defender, and
is typically paid out in relation to the hand strength of the opponent. Players can
also receive a staking reward for having their hands staked in the arena, this is
accumulated over time and paid out either when a player manually harvests their
rewards, or automatically when the hand is defeated - staking rewards can be paid
in any tokens, typically in the test arenas this is paid using either GAT or XP
rewards. There are opportunities for partners to request a custom arena, and
these can be configured with alternative staking fees and staking rewards as
necessary.
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Tokenomics and Distribution
GAT is a token with a fixed supply, there were only 1,000,000 tokens created at the
start of the project, and these are starting to be burned via game mechanics in
Alchemy Arena. The founders of the ecosystem have 10% of all tokens (100,000)
and these tokens are legally locked until end-June 2022, the legal contract only
allows the use of these tokens to onboard key partners, for top-tier cex listings, or
for such other important functions that bring a direct benefit to the GAT Network
as a whole.
Of the supply:
► 5% purchased by the founders and donated to the liquidity pool on BakerySwap
► 10% purchased by the founders and legally locked until end-June 2022
► ~5% reserved for marketing and airdrops (almost all distributed)
► 10% sold in pre-sales
► ~10% sold through the early main sale via Alchemy Toys.
► 30% sold OTC to private investors and influencers
► 30% sold in the IDO on BakerySwap.
GATe is a token with a fixed supply, there are only 2,000,000 tokens created. This
token was created as a one-off event to provide the project with an additional
growth fund, as due to the wide distribution of GAT, the project was severely
constrained any unable to take advantage of significant growth opportunities. The
original GAT tokens can be traded at 1:1 with the new GATe supply, and the
additional 1,000,000 tokens will be reserved for specific uses that can only benefit
the project as a whole. It has been determined that this increase in supply to allow
for growth will increase the value by many times over, giving a benefit to all
existing holders. Part of the consequences of the switch from GAT to GATe is that
the founders' holdings will be reduced from 10% of total supply to only 5% of total
supply, and these tokens will be locked for 1 year, followed by a linear 4 year
vesting period. Any additional investors will also have their funds locked in a
similar fashion.
The additional growth fund from GATe can be used in the following ways:
► Top tier CEX listing (e.g. Binance) — provide tokens for listing
► Key strategic partnerships (e.g. use tokens for special joint-venture events)
► Key strategic marketing (e.g. as rewards/giveaway on strategically crucial
marketing events)
► Key investors [long-term locking]
► Reward system (we plan to add/improve rewards systems — especially in
Minted Vodka — that incentivize activity over the next months/years)
► Challenges / Giveaways (smaller amounts of GATe could be used in continuous
engaging marketing events)
► Incentives for new core team-members (we plan to grow and would like to offer
token payments to the new team members)
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XP is a token with no fixed supply, the token is created as rewards for challenges
and sometimes staking in Alchemy Arena, and the token is destroyed when used
to boost hands as an in-game function. The price of this token is purely decided
by the balance of the distribution vs the burn of the token. It is purely intended as
a token for in-game mechanics and is not generally intended for trading. Almost
all tokens have been created via play in Alchemy Arena except for a small pool of
tokens used to seed a liquidity pool on PancakeSwap.

Future Use and Objectives
The GAT Network is starting to position itself as both a continued supplier of
innovative blockchain games, but also as a service provider for other projects
requiring an NFT marketplace, or other token services.
Minted Vodka
development is underway to make it a world-class NFT exchange with multi-chain
capabilities, both for trade, and for cross-chain NFT functionalities. Services
offered to partners can be promotion on the Minted Vodka platform, staking
services via the Minted Vodka Cocktails staking solution, custom arenas in
Alchemy Arenas, GameAce partnerships, etc. Please do contact the team for
details if you wish to use any functionality of the GAT Network for your own
project.
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